
Read Me_CERES4.51.82_ Revaluation of Kit Items (Ceres4.51.82) 

Service Request or Support: N/A 

Specifying the “Applies-to Entry” instead of running the Calculate Inventory Value process is 
problematic for kitted and non-kitted items alike (unless the specific ILE layer being “applied-to” 
happens to comprise all open, positive layers for the lot).  
 
Otherwise, when multiple open, positive layers exist for a lot and only one of those layers is revalued, 
it creates a discrepancy in cost across the layers; meaning the revalued layer has one cost and all 
other layers have a different cost which now does not match the cost on the lot card. 
 
Using the Calculate Inventory Value process ensures that all open, positive layers for the lot are 
revalued the same. As such, the following constraints have been implemented: 
 

1. Remove the “Applies-to Entry” column from the Revaluation Journal so that the Calculate 
Inventory Value process is used. 

2. Do not allow disassembly of a given kit run if the output layers have been revalued. This is 
necessary to prevent increased / decreased cost back to the component item’s lots (as they 
are disassembled back to their original lot numbers). 

3. Do not allow revaluation of a lot if it is present on any transaction (Orders of any type, journals, 
etc.). This is necessary because when a lot is populated on a transaction, the lot’s unit cost is 
also recorded on the transaction. If the lot is revalued while represented on a transaction and 
then the transaction is posted, Ceres will record the lot’s previous value in the ledgers. 

 
 
Type  ID  Name 
 
Report 5899  Calculate Inventory Value 
Report 14012515 Suggest FB Kit Disassembly 
Page  5803  Revaluation Journal 
 
This release does not present a change in system usage methodology.  

Resolution: Ceres was enhanced to address the issues and implement the noted constraints. 

 


